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INTRODUCTION 

 

In the last decades of the twentieth century, the analysis of time series has been the subject of 

particular interest by statisticians and econometrics scholars. 

The first fundamental contribution to this analysis is due to G.E.P. Box and G.M. Jenkins (1970), 

who focused their study on developing techniques for the analysis of the dynamic structure of a 

time series. 

In fact, during their research they introduced the formulation of stochastic and dynamic 

processes that represent the behavior of the individual series, such as the simple Autoregressive 

process (AR), the simple Moving Average process (MA) and the mixed Autoregressive Moving 

Average process (ARMA), that includes both autoregressive and moving average components. 

These techniques are based on the study of the correlation and dependences of the current 

value of the series with the past values; once we have captured the effect that an observation has 

on the following one, the models allow us to generate statistical forecasts on the values that the 

series will have in the future. 

As theorized by E.F. Fama and K.R. French in 1988, the time series is composed of a stationary 

component and a random walk component. The first part can be decomposed in trend and 

seasonal components and due to the regularity of movements it is easiest part to be modeled 

and predicted. The second part is stochastic and not directly observable; for this reason is the 

hardest component that researchers have to estimate in the process. 

The analysis of these components of time series is conducted through statistical tools and models 

that study the dynamic structure and evolution of the random variables over time, analyzing the 

series as a linear Difference Equation in which the dependent variable is the current value of 𝑦 

and the impulses variables are its past values (J.D. Hamilton, 1994). 

In fact, these models allow us to analyze how the current value of the series is related to the 

evolution of its past values and to identify possible repetitive patterns that we can exploit to 

generate forecasts. 

The analysis of these patterns and the study of the dynamic path of the time series are what 

makes the development of forecasts possible. 

Of fundamental importance for the development of processes that capture the dynamic structure 

of the time series was the study of C.W.J. Granger in 1981, who, starting from the research of 

G.E.P. Box and G.M. Jenkins, studied the formulation of integrated models, such as the 

Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average process (ARIMA), and the relationships between 

different stochastic variables. 

The first econometric models were formulated under the basic assumption that the conditional 

variance of the data is constant over time. 

In 1982 R.F. Engle developed a new process that took into account the fact that the conditional 

variance of a variable could depend on its past values, introducing the Autoregressive Conditional 

Heteroscedastic process (ARCH). 
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The concept of non-constant variance had already been introduced in 1963 by B. Mandelbrot, 

who studied the behavior and statistical distribution of the prices of a time series, noting how the 

large price movements that used to happen over time were not isolated, but they were followed 

by other equally large movements. This phenomenon took the name of "Persistence of Moves"; 

nowadays in finance it is called "Volatility Clustering". 

This phenomenon, a symptom of heteroskedasticity, can be captured and described by ARCH 

processes and GARCH processes. 

The GARCH models, introduced by T. Bollerslev in 1986, are a generalization of the ARCH process, 

but allow longer memory and a more flexible lag structure. In the formulation of GARCH process 

the conditional variance is affected by the past error terms and by its lagged values. 

In the analysis of time series it is essential not only to study how the value of a stochastic variable 

is related to its past values, but also how it is related to the values of other variables. 

Fundamental contribution to the analysis of the relationships between different time series is due 

to C.W.J. Granger. In fact, in the 1981, he studied the fact that the combination of a vector of 

integrated time series could produce processes that are stationary. This concept is the basis of 

the study of cointegration relationships among time series. 

In the following years many researchers developed this concept, such as J.H. Stock and M.W. 

Watson in 1986, R.F. Engle and C.W.J. Granger himself in 1987, and R.F. Engle and B.S. Yoo in 

1987. 

In particular, R.F. Engle and C.W.J. Granger contributed to this analysis by developing a 

representation theorem, based on the concept of integration and on the formulation of ARMA 

processes. 

We will discuss about this concept in the "Multivariate Analysis" chapter. 

This thesis is based on these studies and research, asking questions about the actual possibility 

of developing satisfactory forecasts on the future price values of financial securities, in this case 

equity securities, through the application of these econometric models. 

In order to produce forecast about the future values of a variable, we have to capture the past 

information within the time series. The basic assumption is that the values are serially correlated, 

which means that the past values affect the present and the future ones. 

Under this assumption we can formulate models that describe the dynamic structure of the 

stochastic processes, with the aim of predicting their future evolution. 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate and measure the accuracy of the forecasts that can be 

produced by the econometric models developed over the years. 

We want to question the effective applicability of these processes and the study of relationships 

between multiple variables in generating short/medium-term forecasts that are accurate enough 

to be used in a trading strategy, by carrying out an analysis on real data, such as daily stock price. 

Through this study we test the hypothesis that it is possible to predict, with a certain level of 

precision, the future value of the equity securities of big firms, such as JPM, INTC, WMT, ADBE and 

ADSK, analyzing the dynamic path of the stock price. 
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We take in consideration univariate models, such as ARMA processes and ARCH/GARCH 

processes, in order to study the evolution of the time series as a function of its past values, and 

multivariate models, such as the cointegration study and the estimation of Vector Autoregressive 

models. 

The first part of the study is based on the hypothesis that the forecast obtained through the 

application of univariate models is more accurate if it is implemented on equities characterized by 

lower volatility levels compared to securities with higher volatility. Subsequently, the data has 

been divided into sub-samples to highlight whether there is a substantial difference in the 

accuracy of prediction if it is made using the whole sample of data or through the use of sub-

samples. 

The second part of the thesis explores the possibility that two equities, both components of the 

same stock index and operating in the same industry, are cointegrated, which means that they 

share a common stochastic trend and for this reason they have a long-term equilibrium 

relationship. So we focus on the study of this equilibrium and on the analysis of the short-term 

relationship between the two time series, estimating the parameters of the error correction 

model (R.F. Engle, C.W.J. Granger, 1986). 

The formulation of this model is based on the fact that the residuals of the cointegration 

relationship are described by a stationary process, therefore mean-reverting. 

The equity securities that we analyze are ADBE stock and ADSK stock, both operating in the 

technology industry. 

In order to deeply analyze the relationship between the two stocks, we develop a Vector 

Autoregressive model (VAR), which allows us to understand the dynamic evolution of the two 

series starting from their joint study. It is precisely the joint analysis of the past values of both 

time series that allows us to understand how the dynamic structure of one variable can influence 

the evolution of the other one. 

In this case, the future value of the stochastic variable is a function not only of its lagged values, 

but also of the past and current values of the other variable. 

We consider the individual time series as components of a multivariate process and analyze the 

two stochastic series jointly. 

At this point we decide to investigate the hypothesis that a forecast generated by the formulation 

of a VAR model, considered as an extension of the ARMA model, is more accurate than a forecast 

obtained through the formulation and estimation of univariate models; in fact, in this case, we use 

also the additional information given by the related series to produce forecasts for each variable. 

The purpose of this part of analysis is to test how much the forecast that we can obtain from the 

application of a multivariate process is accurate when the stochastic variables that we are 

studying are the prices of two equity securities. 

The analysis of the relationship between the two stocks could lead to the develop trading strategy 

if the prediction is accurate enough. 

It is noteworthy that the existence of a cointegration relationship between two financial securities 

and the following formulation of the error correction model is the basis for the application of a 

statistical arbitrage strategy known as "pairs trading". In fact, this strategy is based on the 
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exploitation of the deviations of the residuals from their expected value in order to capitalize on 

the subsequent reabsorption of the short-term disequilibrium. 

The computational analysis is done using the software R. 

The codes are listed in the Appendix. In the univariate analysis part, only the codes regarding the 

JPM stock are shown, as they are the same as those regarding the INTC stock and WMT stock. 
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DATA & EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

 

Data for Univariate Analysis 

For the univariate analysis I examined the historical series of three equities characterized by 

different levels of volatility, measured by conditional standard deviation. After obtaining the 

adjusted close prices we apply the logarithmic transformation, in order to make all the data 

homogeneous. 

The equity securities examined are: 

JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPM), listed on New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) 

Intel corporation (INTC), listed on Nasdaq-100 

Walmart Inc. (WMT), listed on New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) 

The data sample consists of daily Adjusted Close Price, starting from 2nd January 2009 to 31th 

December 2019 for a total of 2768 observations. 

In order to estimate, in primis, the econometric models in question and subsequently evaluate 

their forecasting capabilities, the period under consideration has been divided into two samples: 

the first part, from 2nd January 2009 to 31th December 2018, used for the estimation, the 

second, corresponding to the whole year 2019, as a test to compare the real data and the data 

generated by the forecast method to evaluate its actual accuracy. 

Furthermore, as regards the estimation of the ARMA process, the whole sample has been 

subsequently divided into 5 sub-samples in order to investigate the hypothesis that using a more 

restricted period for estimating the model causes better fit to the data, therefore a more accurate 

forecast. 

In this case, a Rolling Window procedure has been used for this sub-samples division, in which a 

period of 6 years is used for the formulation of the model that best fits the data, and a period of 1 

year for the comparison between real values and forecast values. 

The sub-samples are composed as follows: 

2nd January 2009 – 31th December 2014 for the estimation, whole 2015 for the test; 

2nd January 2010 – 31th December 2015 for the estimation, whole 2016 for the test; 

2nd January 2011 – 31th December 2016 for the estimation, whole 2017 for the test; 

2nd January 2012 – 31th December 2017 for the estimation, whole 2018 for the test; 

2nd January 2013 – 31th December 2018 for the estimation, whole 2019 for the test. 

Once we compose the samples for the estimation of the models and for the forecast evaluation, 

we begin analyzing the plots of the stock prices, of the logarithmic returns and squared returns. 
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From the plot of the daily logarithmic Close Price of JPM we can see that, after the period of crisis 

that hit the financial market in 2008 and a consequent lateral movement of the value of the 

security from 2009 to 2012, it then had a growing trend until the end of 2019. 

But more important for the purposes of the study in question is the analysis of the plot of daily 

logarithmic returns and squared returns: from these plots it appears that the returns are not 

constant around the average value, but there are several moments in which the deviation is high 

and moments in which it is more reduced. From the graphical analysis of the returns, in addition 

to the presence of volatility clusters, we can notice that there is also an asymmetry between 

negative and positive deviations; the negative deviations are larger than the positive ones. 

By the expression volatility clustering (Mandelbrot, 1963) we mean the trend of large changes in 

price to be followed by large changes and of small changes to be followed by small changes; This 

phenomenon is a symptom of the presence of autocorrelation in returns and of 

Heteroskedasticity. 

The absence of constancy and homogeneity in returns can also be seen from the squared returns 

plot, in which periods of higher volatility can be identified. 
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From the plot of the daily logarithmic close price we can observe a growth trend in the value of 

the INTC share for the whole period of time examined. 

Using the plot of the returns we can observe a certain symmetry between positive and negative 

deviations from the average value, with peaks in both cases, although more contained than those 

observable in the plot of JPM returns. 

As can be seen from the third graph, in fact, there are moments in which the returns clearly differ 

from the average, highlighting the presence of periods in which the volatility is higher. 
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Also in this case, if we analyze the plot of the WMT share, we notice an initial period of laterality 

until mid-2011 followed by a growth trend of the stock value. 

In the first period, returns are fairly constant around the expected value, then we can see both 

negative and positive peaks. Looking at the graphs of returns and squared returns and comparing 

them with the price plot we can see that the volatility peaks occur in periods of sharp fall or sharp 

rise in the value of the security, such as in the period from 2015 to 2018. 

This is consistent with expectations that a period of high price movement is accompanied by an 

increase in investor frenzy, therefore by an increase in the sales and purchases of the security 

and an increase in volatility, and vice versa. 

Once we have analyzed the three titles graphically we can compute and study the basic statistics 

of the daily returns, such as the mean, the variance and the standard deviation, the skewness and 

kurtosis values. 
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We can notice that JPM and INTC stocks generate similar daily returns but INTC has a lower 

volatility, measured by variance and standard deviation; Instead WMT is the security with the 

lowest risk and return values. 

It is also important to observe the values of skewness and kurtosis, measured as an excess from 

the typical value of the normal distribution. These values in fact provide us with information on 

the distribution of data useful for the formulation of the econometric processes in question. 

A nonzero value of skewness means that the returns of the security are non-symmetrical: if the 

value is positive, the security has a higher concentration of negative returns, if the value is 

negative, the security has a higher concentration of positive returns. 

The kurtosis value measures the fatness of the tails of the distribution: the higher the value, the 

fatter the tails and the more likely extreme events are. 

If the data has a leptokurtic distribution, volatility can be modeled appropriately by ARCH/GARCH 

processes. 

We can observe that the JPM stock, besides being the one with the most volatility, has a high 

positive skewness value and an even higher kurtosis value; this means that returns are negatively 

asymmetric, as we have seen in the first plots, and the data focuses heavily on the tails of the 

distribution. This indicates that the stock is very risky. 

Instead, the INTC security has an almost zero skewness value, so the data are symmetrical; the 

kurtosis value however indicates that the data does not follow a normal distribution, but has fat 

tails. 

The WMT stock has a negative skewness value; this means that positive deviations from the mean 

are higher than negative deviations. Also in this case the kurtosis value is quite high. 

 

Data for Multivariate Analysis 

As for the part of the analysis previously carried out, also in this case the data taken into 

consideration for the joint study of the variables are the daily Adjusted Close Price of two shares, 

both listed on Nasdaq-100: 

Adobe Inc. (ADBE) 

Autodesk Inc. (ADSK) 

The data has been transformed through logarithm. 

The period considered for the cointegration analysis starts from January 2010 to December 2019; 

for the estimation of the VAR (Vector Autoregressive model) and the evaluation of the forecast 

generated by the process we have divided the sample into two parts: the first one starts from 2nd 
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January 2010 until 31th December 2018 for estimating the model, the second one from 2nd 

January 2019 until 31th December 2019 to test the forecasting ability by measuring its accuracy. 

As a first step for the study of the cointegration of two time series we can analyze the plot of the 

daily logarithmic Close price of the two stocks. 

 

 
 

During the period considered we can see that both stocks, after an initial period of lateral 

movement, show an increasing trend. 

Furthermore, we can see that the stocks show similar upward and downward movements. In fact, 

it seems that they share a common stochastic trend (J.H. Stock & M.W. Watson, 1988), which is 

the basis for the cointegration relationship. 

The hypothesis of cointegration between the two securities will then be investigated through 

cointegration tests, such as the Phillips-Ouliaris test and the Johansen test, in order to analyze the 

Long-run Equilibrium relationship of the two time series. 

In this thesis we decide to test the existence of cointegration between these two stocks, due to 

the fact that they belong to the same industry, so we can expect them to share the same systemic 

risk. This means that a Long-run Equilibrium relationship between the prices of the stochastic 

variables is more likely to exist. 
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UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS 

 

ARIMA processes 

In order to analyze the composition and the evolution of the time series, we must formulate 

econometric processes that study the dynamic structure of the data. 

These models capture the dynamic evolution of the stochastic variable and they can be used to 

make probabilistic predictions on the future values of the series. 

The theorization and formulation of the first models dates back to the studies of the statisticians 

G. Box and G.M. Jenkins in 1970, and from that moment on various processes, more or less 

elaborate, were developed with the aim to be able to model the characteristics of a stochastic 

variable as accurately as possible. 

The simplest processes are: 

Autoregressive process (AR) 

Moving Average process (MA) 

Mixed Autoregressive Moving Average process (ARMA) 

In the moment in which we model the current value of a stochastic variable as a function of its 

lagged values, we are formulating an Autoregressive process. 

The simplest form of an Autoregressive process is the AR (1) process; this model represents the 

value of the time series as a function of its immediately preceding value. 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑚 + 𝛼𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡 

In this formula 𝑚 is a constant, the coefficient 𝛼 measures the weight of the lagged value on the 

current one, and 𝜀𝑡is the innovation term. The coefficients 𝑚 and 𝛼 are estimated in the process, 

however the error term 𝜀𝑡 is not directly observable. The error term in considered a White Noise 

process, which means that it has zero mean, finite variance and it is not serially correlated. 

For the purpose of analyzing the time series, it is important to observe whether the coefficient  

|𝛼| is <1. In fact, this indicates whether the series is weakly stationary or non-stationary. 

By the term weakly stationary we mean a stochastic series in which the dynamic structure and the 

moments are not influenced by time; this series is characterized by constant mean, finite variance 

and covariance that are not dependent on time. 

The AR (1) process can be expanded by adding lagged values in the function. 

Another model that can describe the structure of the time series is the Moving Average process. 

In this case the current value of the variable is a function of the current and lagged values of the 

White Noise processes. The simplest formulation is the MA(1): 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑚 + 𝜀𝑡 + 𝛼𝜀𝑡−1 

Where 𝑚 is a constant and 𝛼 is the coefficient of the previous value of the disturbance term. 

The MA process is stationary by definition, due to the fact that it is a linear combination of White 

Noise innovation terms.  

Also the MA(1) can be extended by adding lagged values of error terms.  
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The Autoregressive process and the Moving Average process are linked by a structural 

relationship; in fact, for example, an AR (1) process, if|𝛼| <1, can be rewritten as an infinite MA 

process. 

This feature makes possible to combine the two processes, if they are stationary and invertible. 

From this we obtain the mixed Autoregressive Moving Average process (ARMA), which combines 

the specific characteristics of the two previous models. The representation of an ARMA (1,1) 

process is: 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝛼𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡 − 𝛽𝜀𝑡−1 

 

At this point we can formulate the ARMA model that best fits the data. 

Consistent with the Box-Jenkins 3-steps approach, the choice of the model is based on the study 

of the time series and its structural characteristics. 

Subsequently, we perform a comparison of the Information Criteria in order to identify the model 

that best describes the data; the analysis takes into account both the accuracy of the model in 

adapting to the data, measured as loglikelihood, and the number of parameters used, according 

to the principle of parsimony. 

In the case that, by testing the stationarity of the process, the regressive part of the process 

shows a unitary root, which is a symptom of non-stationarity, we can expand the ARMA process 

into an ARIMA process (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) that can deal with non-

stationary component. 

In order to test whether the process specification is correct with respect to the data, it is 

necessary to perform a diagnostic test on the model residuals. The residuals must be stationary 

and not serially correlated. 

So we begin testing for the stationarity of each sub-samples using the Phillips-Perron test: we can 

observe that the time series are non-stationary but they become stationary if we compute their 

first difference. So the series are integrated of order one. This is a common situation when 

dealing with stocks, in fact the time series of their prices is usually non-stationary, while the 

returns are stationary and mean-reverting. 

In order to estimate the best process for each sub-sample under examination, we use the 

“auto.arima” function, which automatically compares the Information Criteria of multiple models 

and produces the estimate of the parameters of the model that has the lowest AIC value. 

 

JPM  

For the first sub-sample, that starts in January 2009 and finishes in December 2014, the process 

that better fits the data is an ARIMA(3,1,1) process: 
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We can notice that the coefficients of the first autoregressive component and of the moving 

average component are high, while the coefficients of the second and third autoregressive 

components are low; the value of the constant is very low. This means that the current value of 

the series is affected by its own previous values, especially by the value of the immediately 

preceding period, and by the value of the lagged disturbance term. 

The diagnostic tests, such as the Phillips-Perron test and Box-Ljung test, show that the residuals 

are stationary and serially uncorrelated. 

The process that better fits the data of the second sub-samples is: 

 

In this case the data are represented by an ARIMA(1,1,1) process. The coefficient of the 

components are very high, and the coefficient of the autoregressive part is negative so the 

previous value of the variable negatively affects the current value. 

The diagnostic tests done on the residuals of the model show no signs of non-stationarity and 

serial correlation. The model is correctly formulated. 

Also the data of the third sub-sample follows a ARIMA(1,1,1) process: 

 

As in the previous sub-sample, also in this case the coefficients of the process are high and the 

coefficient of the autoregressive part is negative. 
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In the case of the fourth sub-sample it seems that the best model is an ARIMA(0,1,0) process: 

 

So the current value of the series is not affected by its own lagged values or by the lagged error 

terms. 

Also in the case of the last sub-sample the series follows an ARIMA(0,1,0) process: 

 

The diagnostic tests done on the residuals of each process shows that the models are correctly 

formulated. The residuals are stationary and serially uncorrelated. 

 

INTC 

We apply the same procedure also for the INTC stock. 

The process that better describes the data of the first sub-sample is an ARIMA(3,1,0) process: 

 

In this case the coefficients of the autoregressive components are low, so we can say that the 

lagged values of the variable have a low impact on the current value. In the data there are no 

evidence of a moving average component. 

The data of the second and third sub-samples follow an ARIMA(0,1,0) process: 
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The lagged values of the stochastic variable do not affect its current value. 

The data of the fourth sub-sample follows an ARIMA(1,1,0) process: 

 

In this case the autoregressive component is present but, due to the fact that the coefficient is 

low, the effect on the current value of the variable is small. 

At last, the fifth sub-sample can be described by an ARIMA(2,1,2) process: 

 

The coefficients of the autoregressive components are negative and high, especially the 

coefficient of 𝑦𝑡−2; this means that the past values have a significative influence on the current 

value of the stochastic series. Also the coefficients of the moving average part are high.  

So we can say that the lagged values of the variable and the lagged values of the error term highly 

affect 𝑦𝑡. 

The diagnostic tests show that all the models are correctly formulated. 

 

WMT 

The model that better fits the data of the first sub-sample is an ARIMA (1,1,2): 
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The coefficients of 𝑦𝑡−1 and 𝜀𝑡−1 are very high, so the lagged values of the variable and of the 

error term have a large impact on the present value of 𝑦. Instead, the coefficient of the second 

component of the moving average is small. 

The data of the other sub-samples are described by ARIMA(0,1,0) processes: 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

This means that the current values of the stochastic variable are not affected by its own lagged 

values and by the lagged values of the disturbance term. 

The residuals of the models are stationary and uncorrelated. 
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The purpose of this chapter is to elaborate forecasts using the processes previously formulated 

and test their accuracy with real data. 

The forecast is based on the information about the structure of the time series that we obtain 

analyzing its dynamic evolution over the period. 

 

In the next part we expose the graphical representations of the forecasted values, in which we 

can observe the comparison and the difference between the real data and the prevision of the 

future evolution of the stock prices. 

 

JPM 
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As we can see from these plots there are moments in which the process used to forecast is able 

to capture the evolution of the price over time, for example some growth trends or some lateral 

movements; but there are also cases in which the forecast produced is not very accurate if 

compared to the real growth of the stock price. 

However it is important to notice that the forecast seems to be more accurate in the first half of 

the time period, as we can reasonably expect. 

Now we can analyze the accuracy of the forecast methods computing the measures of accuracy, 

such as the Mean Absolute Error, the Mean Squared Error, the Root-Mean-Square Error and the 

Mean Absolute Percentage Error. 

These measures compute the deviation between the real data and the data obtained through the 

application of the ARIMA processes. 

Lower is the values of the measures, higher is the accuracy of the prevision. 

 

 

We can notice that the value of the forecast accuracy is similar in each period, with the exception 

of the first period in which the forecast is more accurate. 

Then we decide to use a wider period for the estimation of the model to test the hypothesis that 

if we use smaller samples we do not run into structural breaks and the accuracy of the processes 

is higher. In fact we use the whole sample, from January 2009 to December 2018, to generate the 

process that describe the structure of the data.  
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In this case the model is an ARIMA(3,1,1) process. 

The coefficients of the components are very similar to the ones estimated in the first sub-sample. 

Subsequentially we use this process to generate the forecasted values. We use the whole 2019 as 

sample to test the difference between the real data and the forecasted ones. 

 

 

We can see that the process is able to capture the growth trend of the stock price, but the spread 

between the real values and the forecast is large. 

As we can notice from the table below, the forecast obtained by the use of the whole sample is 

the less accurate. 
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INTC 

If we analyze the plots below, we can observe that the forecast method is not very accurate in the 

first period; in fact it predicts a growth trend for the prices, while the real data exhibits more or 

less a lateral movement. 

Also the forecasted values obtained in the second period are not close to the real values. 

Observing the third and fourth plots we can see that in the first part of the period the forecast is 

quite accurate, while, in the last part, it is not able to capture the evolution of the stock price. 

The last period’s forecast seems to be the most accurate; in fact the forecasted values are close 

to the real values of the variable. 
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So we use the accuracy measures to compare the precision of the forecast; the results are 

consistent with what we have observed from the plots.  

The forecast of the values of the last period seems to be the most accurate. 

 

 

Then we estimate the ARMA process for the whole sample. The structure of the data are 

described with an ARIMA(3,1,3) process.  

The coefficients of both the autoregressive part and the moving average part are high, so we can 

say that the lagged values have a quite large impact on the current value of the time series. 

 

 

From the plot below we can see that the forecast of the last period is quite similar to the one 

previously obtained using the sub-sample from January 2013 to December 2018. 

 

 

The last two measures of accuracy are very similar; there is not a big difference in using the whole 

sample or the sub-sample. 
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WMT 
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In the case of the WMT stock, we can observe that the forecasts are not very accurate; the ARMA 

processes used to describe the dynamic evolution of the time series are not able to capture the 

structure of the data. 

In fact the values of the accuracy measures are quite high. 

This means that the forecast is not precise and the spread between the real values of the 

stochastic variable and the values obtained by the forecast procedure is large. 

 

We proceed with the estimation of the ARMA process for the whole sample. 

The model that better fit the data is an ARIMA(1,1,2) process. 

The coefficients of the “ar1” and the “ma1” components are very high, which means that the 

current value of the stock price is affected by the values of the price in  𝑡 − 1. 

The coefficient of the “ma2” component is quite small. 

 

 

The forecasted values seem to be a little bit more close to the real values, but also in this case the 

spread is too much large to consider the forecast accurate and reliable. 

As we can observe in the table below, the forecast of the last period is a little bit more accurate if 
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it is done using the whole sample to estimate the process, but the values of the accuracy 

measures are still very high. 
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ARCH/GARCH processes 

Usually, when dealing with time series analysis, the researchers make the assumption that the 

expected value of the error terms is constant over the whole period. 

This assumption is useful to produce simpler process since it is a simplification of the reality; but 

as every simplification it is not very reliable. 

For this reason it is better to allow the presence of Heteroskedasticity in the data; this means that 

the volatility of the stock returns could be higher in some periods than in others. 

The change of volatility value over time reflects the fact that some periods could be riskier than 

others. 

When we estimate a process and use it to forecast future values of a stochastic variable, we have 

to take in consideration the possibility of heteroskedasticity and analyze the error terms. 

The econometric tools and processes in this case are the ARCH models (R.F. Engle, 1982) and 

GARCH models (T. Bollerslev, 1986). 

These processes are useful to model the volatility of the data and to describe accurately the 

structure of the time series; in fact they represent the evolution of the conditional deviation of the 

returns over time. It is possible to forecast the future values of the volatility of the error terms. 

The characteristics for which we can empirically observe heteroskedasticity in the data are: 

Volatility Clusters; 

Leptokurtosis; 

Asymmetry (“Leverage Effect”); 

The ARCH and GARCH family models allow us to capture these characteristics and use them to 

describe accurately the evolution of the stock price and of the error terms over time. 

There are numerous types of ARCH/GARCH processes;  

The first formulation of the ARCH model goes back to 1982, when the statistician R.F. Engle 

developed the Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity model. This model allows the 

conditional volatility to change over time as a function of lagged values of error terms, but 

keeping the unconditional volatility constant. 

The formulation of the ARCH model is: 

𝜎2 = 𝑎0 + 𝛴ⅈ=1
𝑞 𝑎ⅈ𝜀𝑡−ⅈ

2  

The conditional variance is a linear combination of past values of squared error terms; the 

coefficient 𝑎0  is the mean value and the coefficients 𝑎ⅈ are the weight of how much the lagged 

white noise processes affect the current volatility. 

Then, in 1986, the economist T. Bollerslev formulated the GARCH model, that can be considered 

as a generalization of the ARCH process. As opposite to its predecessor it allows longer memory 

and presents a more flexible lag structure. 

The formulation is:  

𝜎2 = 𝜔 + 𝛴ⅈ=1
𝑞 𝑎ⅈ𝜀𝑡−ⅈ

2 + 𝛴𝑗=1
𝑝 𝑏𝑗𝜎𝑡−𝑗

2  
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In this case the conditional variance is a function of past squared error terms and of past values 

of conditional variance itself. 

The coefficients 𝜔, 𝑎ⅈ and 𝑏𝑗 are constant and estimated by Maximum Likelihood; |𝑎1 + 𝑏𝑗| must 

be <1, but the closer value is to 1 the more accurate is the estimation process. 

To ensure that the variance is non-negative the parameters in the equation must be positive. 

 The ARCH components 𝜀𝑡−ⅈ
2  in the function are the lagged squared residuals and refer to the 

number of autoregressive lags considered in the process. 

A drawback of the standard ARCH and GARCH processes is that they cannot capture the 

presence of asymmetry in the data; in fact the different signs of the shocks and the different 

effect that they produce on the current volatility is not taken into consideration. 

For this reason B. Nelson, in 1991, formulated a model that takes into account if the shocks in the 

process are positive or negative. This model is the Exponential GARCH (EGARCH): 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜎𝑡
2 = 𝜔 + 𝛽 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜎𝑡−1

2 + 𝛾
𝜀𝑡−1

𝜎𝑡−1
+ 𝛼

|𝜀𝑡−1|

𝜎𝑡−1
 

Where 𝜔, 𝛼 and 𝛽 are constant parameters; the presence of the parameter 𝛾 allow the model to 

capture the asymmetry in the shocks, if the parameter is nonzero. 

If 𝛾 is negative, then the negative shocks will have a higher influence on the conditional variance 

than the positive ones. 

The non-negativity of the variance is ensured by the logarithmic transformation. 

Now we can estimate the processes that better describe the data of the stocks in order to 

evaluate if the forecasts produced by the models are more accurate when they are formulated  

on less volatile stocks. 

For each of the three stocks that we are analyzing, we formulate some standard GARCH models, 

EGARCH models and APARCH models. 

The Asymmetric Power ARCH model (Z. Ding et al., 1993) is able to describe the characteristics of 

the volatility structure, such as the asymmetry, the leptokurtosis and the volatility clusters. 

In some cases, we apply also some changes in the ARMA model underlying the Volatility 

processes. 

We make the assumption that the error terms follow a Student t-distribution, to better describe 

the leptokurtosis of the data. 

We recall that the period for the estimation of the model goes from January 2009 to December 

2018 in order to forecast the values of the entire 2019. 

Applying the processes it is possible to forecast both the future values of the stock returns and 

the future values of the volatility of the returns. 

The forecasted values are compared with the real data and the measures of accuracy are 

computed. 

As “real data” for the volatility of the stock we compute the daily deviation of the returns from the 

average value. 
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We test the stationarity of the residuals of each model through the Phillips-Perron test, in order to 

see if the processes are correctly specified. 

 

JPM 

The first model we test is a standard GARCH(1,2): 

 

From this table we can observe that the coefficient of the first ARMA components are high and 

statistically significative, while the parameters of the AR(2) and AR(3) parts are not significant. 

The parameters “alpha1”, which is the coefficient of the lagged squared residuals, and “beta1”, the 

parameter of the GARCH part, are significant, while the “beta2” coefficient is not significant. 

The sum of the “alpha1”, “beta1” and “beta2” is close to 1 (=0.988746). 

 

We can use this table to evaluate if the process is able to describe the asymmetry of the data; 

It seems that the sGARCH model is not the best process to fit the structure of the volatility of the 

JPM stock. 

Then we test a sGARCH(1,3) process: 
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Also in this case the parameters of the lagged conditional variance are not significative in the 

process. 

 

As before, the standard GARCH model is not able to capture the asymmetry of the data. 

So we decide to implement some processes that are able to model the asymmetry of the 

innovation terms, such as the EGARCH and the APARCH. 

 

 

In this case we apply an EGARCH(1,5) process. Analyzing the values we can say that the “gamma1” 

coefficient, that capture the asymmetric part of the data, is positive and statistically significant. 

The “alpha1”, ”beta1”, “beta4” and “beta5” coefficients are significative. 
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In this table we can see that the specific parameters of the process, “eta11”, which is the 

parameter that measures the asymmetric structure of the data, and “lambda”, which is the power 

term, are significative. 

At this point, to observe which process better fits the stock returns we compare the Information 

Criteria: 

 

The models that better perform are the EGARCH and the APARCH, that are the processes that are 

able to describe the asymmetry of the data. 

Now we proceed with the forecast procedure and the analysis of the plots: 
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The plots on the left side show the comparison between the real stock returns over the period 

and the values obtained by the forecasting procedure; we can see that the forecasted values are 

close to average value of the stock returns for the fact that the processes capture the stationarity 

and the mean-reversion of the data. There are no large differences between the forecasts 

obtained by the different models. 

On the right side we can see the comparison between the daily volatility of the data and the 

forecasted values. In this case the spreads between the real data and the data obtained by the 

processes are quite large. 
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There is also a difference between the data produced by the standard GARCH models and the 

EGARCH and APARCH models; in fact the processes that are able to capture the asymmetry in the 

data seem to be a little bit more accurate. 

 

 

As seen before, the accuracy of the forecast of the returns is quite similar for each process; when 

we use the processes to forecast the volatility of the JPM stock the best models are the EGARCH 

and the APARCH. 

 

INTC 

In this part we analyze the results of the application of some GARCH models to the INTC stock in 

order to capture the dynamic structure of the volatility of the time series. 

We apply three GARCH models: the standard GARCH process, the Exponential GARCH process 

and the Asymmetric Power ARCH process; in each case we estimate the models, first, using an 

ARMA process to describe the conditional mean of the time series, then, without the ARMA 

model. 
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All the coefficients of the different processes are statistically significant, which means that the 

models describe the data in a good way. 

The models are able to capture the leptokurtosis of the data, and since the distribution of the 

returns does not show sign of asymmetry, we expect that the application of sGARCH processes 

allow us to obtain a good estimation of the future values. 

Analyzing the values of the Information Criteria we can observe that there is a small difference in 

the values obtained from the sGARCH models and the EGARCH and APARCH models. 

The latter manage to better fit the data. 

 

 

At this point we can analyze the forecast results obtained from the computation of the measures 

of accuracy. 

With regard to the forecast of the future values of the stock returns, we can see that the results 

are quite equal. The application of one process rather than another does not affect the prevision 

accuracy. 
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Instead, if we analyze the results of the conditional volatility forecast, we can notice that the 

EGARCH and APARCH processes better perform in predicting the future values of the stock’s 

sigma. 

 

 

 

The inclusion of ARMA process in the model does not provide any significant improvement in the 

forecast accuracy. 

 

WMT 

Taking into consideration the dynamic structure and statistical distribution of the values of the 

time series, we estimate different GARCH models, such as sGARCH(1,1) model, sGARCH(1,2), 

EGARCH(1,1), EGARCH(1,2), EGARCH(1,2) model with a different underlying ARMA process and 

APARCH(1,1).  

In each volatility process, the coefficients of ARCH/GARCH parts are all statistically significant; 

when we observe the coefficients of the ARMA component in the sGARCH processes, we can see 

that they are not significant. 
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Analyzing the table below which reports the values of the Information Criteria, we can see that the 

process that performs worst is the APARCH model; the models that present the lowest values are 

the EGARCH ones.  

The EGARCH processes are able to capture the leptokurtosis and the negative skewness of the 

WMT stock. 

 

 

Comparing the measures of accuracy of the forecast, we can notice that also in this case there is 

no difference between the forecast precision when the processes are used to predict the future 

values of the stock returns. 

Instead, when we use the models to forecast the future values of the conditional volatility of the 

stochastic time series, we notice that the EGARCH processes perform a little better and provide a 

slightly more accurate prediction, as we could expect from the Information Criteria results. 
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Through this analysis we can also notice that the GARCH processes that better fit the data and 

provide a lower IC value, are the ones that provide more accurate forecasts. 
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MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 

 

In this chapter we want to study the relationship between two stochastic variables, their dynamic 

evolution when jointly analyzed and the effect that the evolution of one variable has on the other. 

The basic idea of the analysis is to identify a pair of equity securities whose prices tend to share a 

common movement. So, at the beginning, we observe the plots of the stock prices analyzing the 

possible existence of common trends: 

 

 

From the plot we can see that the prices tend to move together. For this reason we can formulate 

the hypothesis that the time series are tied by a cointegration relationship. 

Cointegration is an extremely important concept when applied to the analysis of multiple time 

series and economic variables. In fact it can be used to study and jointly describe non-stationary 

variables through simple estimation methods, such as Least Squares regression and maximum 

likelihood. 

The first step to ensure that the series can be cointegrated is to study their stationarity and their 

order of integration. It is essential that the time series are integrated of the same order. 

In the financial Market it is very common that the prices of equity securities are non-stationary, 

while their returns are stationary and mean-reverting.  

Also in our case, studying the stationarity of the two equities, ADBE and ADSK, thought the 

Phillips-Perron test, we observe that the daily logarithmic close prices are non-stationary, while if 

the test the first difference of the prices, which is the returns, we see that it is stationary; so both 

the time series are integrated of order one, by notation I(1). 

Once we established that the series are integrated of the same order, we can test if they are 

cointegrated. 
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The concept of Cointegration was first formulated in 1981 by C.W.J. Granger, then enhanced by 

R.F. Engle and C.W.J. Granger in 1987. When a linear combination of two integrated series 

produces a stochastic variable that is stationary, or I(0), then the two series are cointegrated. 

This means that the two variables, even if they are non-stationary, share the same stochastic 

trend and are tied by a Long-run Equilibrium relationship. 

The Long-run equilibrium is a important concept when we study multiple time series. In fact it 

ensures the fact that even if the prices of two series diverge from the equilibrium in some 

periods, we know that this deviation will decline over time until it disappears, returning to the 

state of equilibrium. 

This is ensured by the fact that the combination of the series is stationary and mean-reverting. 

The first general definition of cointegration given by Engle and Granger is: 

 
This is a very general definition of when two series are cointegrated. Bringing the concept back to 

our case we can say:  

If 𝑦𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡 are two time series integrated of same order, where 𝑦𝑡 − 𝛼𝑥𝑡  ~ 𝐼(0), the cointegrating 

vector is [1, - 𝛼]. 

This means that even if the two series 𝑦𝑡, 𝑥𝑡 are non-stationary, there exists a certain value of 𝛼 

such that 𝑧𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡 − 𝛼𝑥𝑡  is stationary. 

𝑧𝑡 is the product of the linear combination of the two equities; It is important to highlight the fact 

that it is a mean-reverting process.  

It is called the “disequilibrium term” due to the fact that it captures the spread that elapses 

between the values of the two time series over time. The expected value of 𝑧𝑡 gives us 

information about the Long-run Equilibrium relationship between 𝑦𝑡 and 𝑥𝑡. 

The concept of mean-reversion of 𝑧𝑡  is essential because it allows us to study the dynamic 

evolution of the time series through the analysis of the Short-term deviations from the Long-run 

equilibrium, indicated by the expected value of the disequilibrium term. This concept is 

formulated in the Error Correction Model, that we will discuss later in the chapter. 

There exist various ways to test if two stochastic variables are cointegrated: the most famous 

ones are the Engle-Granger 2-steps cointegration test, the Johansen cointegration test and the 

Phillips-Ouliaris test. 

Every test is based on the regression of one stochastic variable on the other, and on the 

stationarity test of the residuals of the regression. If the residuals are stationary, then the series 

are cointegrated, if the residuals are non-stationary, the combination of the series is called 

“spurious regression” and there is no cointegration relationship between the variables.  
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To start the analysis about the existence of a cointegration relationship between the equity 

securities we apply the Phillips-Ouliaris test: the procedure is based on using the Phillips-Perron 

stationarity test on the residuals of the regression. 

The Null Hypothesis of  the test is that the residuals present a Unit root, so they are non-

stationary; the results of both regressions are: 

 
 

 

As we can see from the analysis of the p-value, we can reject the Null Hypothesis, so the series 

are cointegrated. 

Once we established that the stock prices share a common stochastic trend and are tied in a 

Long-run equilibrium relationship, in order to study more deeply the dynamic relationship of the 

two series we have to analyze the Short-term relationship. 

In fact if the combination of the two variables is stationary and mean-reverting, there must exist a 

process that ensures that the deviations from the expected value of 𝑧𝑡 will decline to the 

equilibrium value. 

This process is called Error Correction Model.  

It describes the dynamic relationship of 𝑦𝑡 and 𝑥𝑡 in the short period, taking into consideration 

the Long-run Equilibrium. 

So there exists a relationship between the cointegrated processes and the Error Correction 

Models, as formulated by R.F. Engle and C.W.J. Granger in 1987. They state that “for each 

cointegrated system there exists a ECM representation; if there exists a ECM representation and the 

series are integrated, then they are cointegrated”. 

The formulation of the Cointegration relationship between the two time series is: 

𝛥𝑦𝑡 = 𝛽𝛥𝑥𝑡 + 𝜓(𝑦𝑡−1 − 𝑚 − 𝛼𝑥𝑡−1) + 𝜀𝑡 

Each component of the equation is stationary. 

𝛽𝛥𝑥𝑡 measures how much a change in the value of 𝑥𝑡 affects the movement of 𝑦𝑡, and describes 

the short-run dynamic evolution of the process. 

𝜓(𝑦𝑡−1 − 𝑚 − 𝛼𝑥𝑡−1) is the Error Correction mechanism and describes the Long-run equilibrium 

relationship. 

In order to formulate this equation in our case study we first regress one variable on the other to 

generate the residuals; Then we test the stationarity of the residuals. 
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REGRESSION OF ADBE ON ADSK 

 
 

 

The residuals are stationary; so when plot them to observe the spread between the two time 

series: 

 

We can see that the spread is mean-reverting around zero. 

So we can estimate the ECM:  
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Analyzing the table we can see that the coefficient of the ADSK variable is statistically significant, 

which means that in the short period a change in the ADSK price will affect the price of ADBE. 

The coefficient of the ECT (Error Correction Term) is very low. 

The coefficient of the ECT component measures the “speed of adjustment”, that is the measure of 

how rapidly the spread will go back to the equilibrium value and disappear. 

In this case the adjustment is not very quick. 

 

REGRESSION OF ADSK ON ADBE 

 

 

 

Also in this case the error terms are stationary and mean-reverting. 
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Now we formulate the process: 

 

 

The coefficient of 𝛥𝑥𝑡 is high and statistically significant; also the coefficient of ECT is significant. 

In this case the deviations from the long-run equilibrium are reabsorbed more quickly. 

 

At this point of the study we decide to apply the Johansen Cointegration test to examine the 

cointegration relationship between the series. 

The cointegrating vector is estimated by Maximum Likelihood Estimation. 
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From this table we can see that between the two series there exists 1 cointegration vector, since 

the fact that the Null Hypothesis, which states that r <= 1, is not rejected. 

This cointegration vector is composed by the first column of the Eigenvectors matrix: [1,-

1.465431, 1.647212]. 

The fact that there exists one cointegration vector allow us to say that there exists one stationary 

process that describes the dynamic evolution of the stochastic series and the evolution of the 

mean-reverting spread.  

The cointegration vector is the vector of parameters in 𝑧𝑡 . 

We can formulate the equations of the equilibrium between the two cointegrated time series: 

 

This is the formulation of the Vector Error Correction Model (VECM). 

It allows to estimate the process taking into consideration both the series symmetrically as a 

vector. 

𝛥𝑥𝑡 = 𝛥𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝜓(𝐸𝐶𝑇) + 𝜺𝒕 
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In this case the values $beta are the values of the Error Correction mechanism. 

The studies about the cointegration between two financial variables have been the basis of the 

formulation of a Trading strategy called “pairs trading”. This strategy, formulated in mid-80s, 

exploits the deviations from the equilibrium in the short period to simultaneously buy and sell the 

two stocks. The spread will eventually disappear over time allowing the closure of the trades and 

the gain. Over the years this strategy became known as “Statistical Arbitrage strategy”. 

It is essential to recall that, even if we know that the spread between the two stochastic variables 

is mean-reverting, we do not obtain information about the future evolution of the stock prices. 

We only know that the two equity securities are tied by a long-run equilibrium relationship and 

they move together. 

The reversion could take a long time to happen, if the residuals present a large amount of 

autocorrelation and long-term memory. 

At this point, we decide to analyze the joint structure of the time series using a VAR process. 

This model allows us to study the dynamic structure and evolution of the system of variables 

using the past values of the series at the same time. 

It is based on the ARMA process; in fact it is composed of an autoregressive component and a 

moving average part.  

The purpose of this part of the thesis is to test if the forecast procedure is able to generate 

accurate and reliable previsions and to test the hypothesis which states that the forecast 

produced by the application of a VAR model is more accurate than the one obtained estimating 

an ARMA model. 

So we estimate the VAR process:  
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From the first table we can observe the dynamic relationship between the two time series and the 

effect that this relationship has on the current value of ADBE. The coefficient of the lagged value 

of ADBE is significant, as we can expect; the parameter of the lagged value of ADSK is not 

significant, so we can say that the history of ASDK does not affect the current value of ADBE. 

In the case of the second equation, we can see that the coefficients of the lagged values of ADBE 

and ADSK are significant, which means that the historical values of the two series affect positively 

the current price of ADSK. 

It is considered appropriate to highlight that the coefficient of the lagged value of ADBE is very 

low, so the effect on ADSK in not so large. 

At this point we apply two other procedures in order to analyze deeply the relationship between 

the series: 

the Impulse Response Function; 

the Granger Causality test. 

The IRF describes the dynamic evolution and behavior of one variable of the system when there is 

a shock in the other variable’s error terms. It measures the responsiveness of the stochastic 

variable to a 1 standard deviation shock in the other variable of VAR model. 
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From the graph we can see that the ADBE time series is not affected by a shock of the error terms 

of ADSK. 

 

Also in this case we can see that the effect of the shock happened in ADBE on ADSK is very small. 

Now we perform the Granger Causality test. This test is used to determine if the independent 

variable affects the value of the response variable. The Null Hypothesis states that the coefficients 

of the lagged values of the impulse variable are equal to zero, which means that it has no effect 

on the dependent variable. 

 

 

Analyzing the p-value we cannot reject the Null Hypothesisof Granger Causality; so the values of 

ADBE are not affected by the past values of ADSK. 

However we reject the hypothesis that there is no instantaneous causality between the two 

stochastic time series. 
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In this case we reject the Null Hypothesis in both cases, so the lagged values of ADBE grange-

cause the evolution of ADSK. 

Once we estimate the VAR process and analyze its dynamic structure, we can use it to forecast 

the future values of the two stocks. 

 

 

From this plot we can observe how the VAR process is able to capture the dynamic evolution of 

the time series; in fact the forecasted values replicate the growth trend of the stock price and  

spread between real data and the forecasted values is quite small. 
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In this case the spread between the real values of ADSK and the data obtained by the forecast 

procedure appears larger, even if the forecasted values replicate the growth trend of the stock 

price. 

 

This table shows the results of the accuracy measures used to compare the forecasted values 

and the real data; as we could observe from the plots, the forecast of the prices of ADBE is far 

more accurate than the one of ADSK. 
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RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS 

 

Univariate Analysis 

In this last chapter we present the results of the analysis concerning the accuracy of the forecast 

methods. 

The idea behind this first part of study was to test if the forecasts produced by the application of 

univariate processes are accurate enough to be used in a short/medium-term strategy. We test 

also the hypothesis that the forecast of future stock prices is more accurate if done on stochastic 

variables that exhibits less volatility. 

For this reason we choose three different equity securities with different amount of volatility: JPM 

is the most volatile stock, INTC is the stock that present a medium level of volatility and WMT is 

the less volatile stock. 

So we begin with testing the accuracy of the forecast produced when the dynamic structure of 

the data is modeled by ARIMA processes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As we can observe from the tables above, the less accurate forecast is done on the WMT time 

series, while the measures of accuracy of the forecast produced on JPM and INTC are quite 

similar; in this case the amount of volatility of the stochastic variable does not affect the precision 

of the forecast. 

Moreover, in this part of the analysis, we decide to test if there is a difference between the 

accuracy of the prevision if it is obtained modeling the whole sample through ARIMA processes or 
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dividing the sample in smaller sub-samples. Dividing the whole sample in smaller periods allows 

us to deal with the possibility that the parameters change over time. 

From the results we can say that there is no substantial difference. 

At this point we test the hypothesis that the level of volatility affects the accuracy of the forecast. 

In this case we estimate some GARCH models and use them to produce the prevision. 

We forecast both the future returns of the stocks and the future conditional volatility. 
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Observing the results of the accuracy measures, we can notice that the most accurate prevision is 

done on the values of the WMT stock, which is the less volatile stochastic variable among the 

three stocks. The accuracy of the forecast done on JPM and INTC is quite similar. 

At this point of the results analysis we can say that the hypothesis that the forecast done on less 

volatile time series is more accurate than the one done on stocks that exhibits higher level of risk 

is rejected. In fact there is no evidence that the level of volatility affects in a negative way the 

accuracy of the prevision. 

Analyzing the results regarding the JPM and INTC stocks, we can say that the application of ARIMA 

processes generates forecasts that in the short term are quite accurate; in fact, the models are 

able to capture the dynamic structure of the data and the future trend of the stock prices. In the 

medium term, however, the spread between real data and forecasted data is too large to allow us 

to say that the forecast is reliable. 

From the plots we can notice that the spread increases over time. 

As for the WMT stock we can say that the forecast obtained by the estimation of the ARIMA 

process is not reliable in order to predict the future evolution of the stock price and to develop a 

strategy based on this forecast procedure. 

The application of ARCH/GARCH processes to generate forecasts about the future values of the 

conditional volatility of the three stocks is not accurate. In fact the previsions are not enough 

reliable to develop a strategy based on the study of the future volatility of the equity securities. 

 

Multivariate Analysis 

This part of the thesis concerns the hypothesis for which two equity securities that operate in the 

same industry could be cointegrated. 

This means that the two stocks are tied by a Long-run equilibrium relationship and they share a 

common stochastic trend in price movements. 

So we test the hypothesis that a cointegration relationship exists between the ADBE and ADSK  

stocks. 

First we apply the Phillips-Ouliaris cointegration test, which confirms the hypothesis of 

cointegration between the two stochastic variables; then we study the residuals of their linear 

combinations. 

On the basis of the Granger’s Representation Theorem we estimate the Error Correction Model, 

so we are able to analyze both the long-term and the short-term dynamic structure of the 

relationship. 

Then we estimate the Vector Error Correction Model through the application of the Johansen 

cointegration test. 

This allow us to jointly analyze the variables and their dynamic evolution over time, studying the 

long-run equilibrium and the movements of the mean-reverting deviations. 
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From the results of our analysis we can say that there is a cointegration relationship between the 

two stocks, and for this reason we can represent the relationship using the Error Correction 

Model. The ADBE and ADSK stocks are tied in a long-run relationship and they share a common 

stochastic trend.  

We can exploit this relationship developing a “pairs trading” strategy, but we have to be aware of 

the fact that, even if we know that the future movements of the prices of the series are tied 

together, we do not know when the short-term disequilibrium is going to be reabsorbed. 

Moreover, the strategy can be unsuccessful due to the fact that this analysis does not take into 

consideration the transaction costs of the trading operations. 

In the last part of the thesis we model the data of the two stochastic series with a Vector 

Autoregressive (VAR) process. This process describes the structure of the variables as a system in 

which each series is formulated as a function of their own lagged values and the lagged values of 

the other variables. 

This allow us to study the relationship and the interdependences between the variables. 

In fact, once we estimate the VAR process, we can apply the Impulse Response Function and the 

Granger Causality test. 

Through the estimation of the VAR process, we are able to make prevision about the future values 

of the stock price. 

Once we compute the future values of the variables through the forecast procedure, we decide to 

test the hypothesis which states that the forecast obtained by the estimation of a VAR model is 

more accurate than the forecast produced by an univariate ARMA process. 

The ARIMA processes are estimated using the function “auto.arima” in R. 

We start forecasting the values of the stock ADBE; as we can see from the plot below, the forecast 

obtained by the VAR process (red line) is closer to the real data than the values produced by the 

ARIMA process (green line). 
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Then we compute the forecast of the future values of the ADSK stock. If we observe the plot 

below, we can notice that this time the values produced by the ARIMA process (green line) are 

closer to the real prices of the stock. 

 

 

 

Analyzing the forecast results obtained by the estimation of a VAR process, we can say that the 

forecast procedure is able to capture the growth trend of the prices of the two stocks, especially 

as regards the future prices of the ADBE stock; we can use the VAR process to develop statistical 

hypothesis about the future evolution of the values of the time series. 

However the spread between the real data and the values generated by the forecast is too large 

to allow us to use this procedure to develop trading strategies. 

From the table below we are able to compare the forecast procedures through the accuracy 

measures; we can notice that, with respect to the ADBE stock, the forecast produced by the 

application of the VAR process is more accurate than the one produced by the univariate ARIMA 

model, while, regarding the ADSK stock, the forecast obtained by the ARIMA model is more 

precise. These results are consistent with the graphical analysis. 

 

 

Analyzing these results, we cannot reject or validate the hypothesis, due to the fact that in one 

case the application of a VAR process produces more accurate forecast, on the other case it 

produces less accurate prevision. 
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APPENDIX 

 

## R CODES  

library(MASS) 

library(Metrics) 

library(quantmod) 

library(forecast) 

library("xlsx") 

library(tseries) 

library(timeSeries) 

library(dplyr) 

library(fGarch) 

library(rugarch) 

library(rmgarch) 

library(urca) 

library(lmtest) 

library(car) 

library(vars) 

 

#Univariate Analysis 

tickers= c("JPM","INTC","WMT") 

ntickers= length(tickers) 

tick<-tickers 

for (i in 1:ntickers) { 

  tick[i]<- getSymbols(tickers[i], from="2009-01-01", to= "2020-01-01")} 

# ARIMA PROCESSES 

## JPM 

JPM.price<- JPM$JPM.Adjusted 

JPM.log<- log(JPM.price) 

JPM.returns<- diff(JPM.log)[-1] 

plot(JPM.log) 

plot(JPM.returns, main="JPM.returns") 

plot(JPM.returns^2, ylim=c(0,0.07), main="JPM.squared returns") 

basicStats(JPM.returns) 

# samples per stima modello 

JPM.log.20092015<- JPM.log["20090101/20150101"] #sample per forecast 2015 

JPM.log.20102016<- JPM.log["20100101/20160101"] #sample per forecast 2016 

JPM.log.20112017<- JPM.log["20110101/20170101"] #sample per forecast 2017 

JPM.log.20122018<- JPM.log["20120101/20180101"] #sample per forecast 2018 

JPM.log.20132019<- JPM.log["20130101/20190101"] #sample per forecast 2019 

# stationarity sub-sample 

pp.test(JPM.log.20092015) 

pp.test(JPM.log.20102016) 

pp.test(JPM.log.20112017) 

pp.test(JPM.log.20122018) 

pp.test(JPM.log.20132019) 

# samples for test 

JPM.log.20152016<- JPM.log["20150101/20160101"] 

n20152016<- length(JPM.log.20152016) 

JPM.log.20162017<- JPM.log["20160101/20170101"] 
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n20162017<- length(JPM.log.20162017) 

JPM.log.20172018<- JPM.log["20170101/20180101"] 

n20172018<- length(JPM.log.20172018) 

JPM.log.20182019<- JPM.log["20180101/20190101"] 

n20182019<- length(JPM.log.20182019) 

JPM.log.20192020<- JPM.log["20190101/20200101"] 

n20192020<- length(JPM.log.20192020) 

# stationarity & integration 

JPM.returns.20092015<- diff(JPM.log.20092015)[-1] 

pp.test(JPM.log.20092015) 

pp.test(JPM.returns.20092015) 

JPM.returns.20102016<- diff(JPM.log.20102016)[-1] 

pp.test(JPM.log.20102016) 

pp.test(JPM.returns.20102016) 

JPM.returns.20112017<- diff(JPM.log.20112017)[-1] 

pp.test(JPM.log.20112017) 

pp.test(JPM.returns.20112017) 

JPM.returns.20122018<- diff(JPM.log.20122018)[-1] 

pp.test(JPM.log.20122018) 

pp.test(JPM.returns.20122018) 

JPM.returns.20132019<- diff(JPM.log.20132019)[-1] 

pp.test(JPM.log.20132019) 

pp.test(JPM.returns.20132019) 

# estimation models 

JPM.autoarima.20092015<- auto.arima(JPM.log.20092015)  

summary(JPM.autoarima.20092015) 

pp.test(JPM.autoarima.20092015$residuals) 

Box.test(JPM.autoarima.20092015$residuals, type="Ljung-Box") 

JPM.autoarima.20102016<- auto.arima(JPM.log.20102016)  

summary(JPM.autoarima.20102016) 

pp.test(JPM.autoarima.20102016$residuals) 

Box.test(JPM.autoarima.20102016$residuals, type="Ljung-Box") 

JPM.autoarima.20112017<- auto.arima(JPM.log.20112017)  

summary(JPM.autoarima.20112017) 

pp.test(JPM.autoarima.20112017$residuals) 

Box.test(JPM.autoarima.20112017$residuals, type="Ljung-Box") 

JPM.autoarima.20122018<- auto.arima(JPM.log.20122018, trace=T)  

summary(JPM.autoarima.20122018) 

pp.test(JPM.autoarima.20122018$residuals) 

Box.test(JPM.autoarima.20122018$residuals, type="Ljung-Box") 

JPM.autoarima.20132019<- auto.arima(JPM.log.20132019)  

summary(JPM.autoarima.20132019) 

pp.test(JPM.autoarima.20132019$residuals) 

Box.test(JPM.autoarima.20132019$residuals, type="Ljung-Box") 

# test for accuracy 

JPM.forecast.20152016<- forecast(JPM.autoarima.20092015, h=n20152016) 

JPM.forecast.20152016.mean<-JPM.forecast.20152016$mean 

JPM.dataframe.20152016 <- data.frame(exp(JPM.log.20152016), exp(JPM.forecast.20152016.mean)) 

names(JPM.dataframe.20152016)<- c("JPM.Adjusted", "arima(3,1,1)") 

JPM.forecast.20152016.mean.xts<- xts(JPM.forecast.20152016.mean, order.by = index(JPM.log.20152016)) 

plot(exp(JPM.log.20152016), main="JPM forecast 2015", ylim=c(44,66)) 

lines(exp(JPM.forecast.20152016.mean.xts), col="red")      
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JPM.f.20152016.MAE<- mae(JPM.log.20152016,JPM.forecast.20152016.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20152016.MSE<- mse(JPM.log.20152016,JPM.forecast.20152016.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20152016.RMSE<- rmse(JPM.log.20152016,JPM.forecast.20152016.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20152016.MAPE<- mape(JPM.log.20152016,JPM.forecast.20152016.mean.xts) 

JPM.accuracy.20152016<- data.frame(JPM.f.20152016.MAE, 

                                   JPM.f.20152016.MSE, 

                                   JPM.f.20152016.RMSE, 

                                   JPM.f.20152016.MAPE) 

JPM.forecast.20162017<- forecast(JPM.autoarima.20102016, h=n20162017) 

JPM.forecast.20162017.mean<-JPM.forecast.20162017$mean 

JPM.dataframe.20162017<- data.frame(exp(JPM.log.20162017), exp(JPM.forecast.20162017.mean)) 

names(JPM.dataframe.20162017)<- c("JPM.Adjusted", "arima(1,1,1)") 

JPM.forecast.20162017.mean.xts<- xts(JPM.forecast.20162017.mean, order.by = index(JPM.log.20162017)) 

plot(exp(JPM.log.20162017) , main="JPM forecast 2016", ylim=c(44,81)) 

lines(exp(JPM.forecast.20162017.mean.xts), col="red")      

JPM.f.20162017.MAE<- mae(JPM.log.20162017,JPM.forecast.20162017.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20162017.MSE<- mse(JPM.log.20162017,JPM.forecast.20162017.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20162017.RMSE<- rmse(JPM.log.20162017,JPM.forecast.20162017.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20162017.MAPE<- mape(JPM.log.20162017,JPM.forecast.20162017.mean.xts) 

JPM.accuracy.20162017<- data.frame(JPM.f.20162017.MAE, 

                                   JPM.f.20162017.MSE, 

                                   JPM.f.20162017.RMSE, 

                                   JPM.f.20162017.MAPE) 

JPM.forecast.20172018<- forecast(JPM.autoarima.20112017, h=n20172018) 

JPM.forecast.20172018.mean<-JPM.forecast.20172018$mean 

JPM.dataframe.20172018<- data.frame(exp(JPM.log.20172018), exp(JPM.forecast.20172018.mean)) 

names(JPM.dataframe.20172018)<- c("JPM.Adjusted", "arima(1,1,1)") 

JPM.forecast.20172018.mean.xts<- xts(JPM.forecast.20172018.mean, order.by = index(JPM.log.20172018)) 

plot(exp(JPM.log.20172018), main="JPM forecast 2017", ylim=c(74,106)) 

lines(exp(JPM.forecast.20172018.mean.xts), col="red")      

JPM.f.20172018.MAE<- mae(JPM.log.20172018,JPM.forecast.20172018.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20172018.MSE<- mse(JPM.log.20172018,JPM.forecast.20172018.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20172018.RMSE<- rmse(JPM.log.20172018,JPM.forecast.20172018.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20172018.MAPE<- mape(JPM.log.20172018,JPM.forecast.20172018.mean.xts) 

JPM.accuracy.20172018<- data.frame(JPM.f.20172018.MAE, 

                                   JPM.f.20172018.MSE, 

                                   JPM.f.20172018.RMSE, 

                                   JPM.f.20172018.MAPE) 

JPM.forecast.20182019<- forecast(JPM.autoarima.20122018, h=n20182019) 

JPM.forecast.20182019.mean<-JPM.forecast.20182019$mean 

JPM.dataframe.20182019<- data.frame(exp(JPM.log.20182019), exp(JPM.forecast.20182019.mean)) 

names(JPM.dataframe.20182019)<- c("JPM.Adjusted", "arima(0,1,0)") 

JPM.forecast.20182019.mean.xts<- xts(JPM.forecast.20182019.mean, order.by = index(JPM.log.20182019)) 

plot(exp(JPM.log.20182019), main="JPM forecast 2018", ylim=c(84,131)) 

lines(exp(JPM.forecast.20182019.mean.xts), col="red")      

JPM.f.20182019.MAE<- mae(JPM.log.20182019,JPM.forecast.20182019.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20182019.MSE<- mse(JPM.log.20182019,JPM.forecast.20182019.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20182019.RMSE<- rmse(JPM.log.20182019,JPM.forecast.20182019.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20182019.MAPE<- mape(JPM.log.20182019,JPM.forecast.20182019.mean.xts) 

JPM.accuracy.20182019<- data.frame(JPM.f.20182019.MAE, 

                                   JPM.f.20182019.MSE, 

                                   JPM.f.20182019.RMSE, 
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                                   JPM.f.20182019.MAPE) 

JPM.forecast.20192020<- forecast(JPM.autoarima.20132019, h=n20192020) 

JPM.forecast.20192020.mean<-JPM.forecast.20192020$mean 

JPM.dataframe.20192020<- data.frame(exp(JPM.log.20192020), exp(JPM.forecast.20192020.mean)) 

names(JPM.dataframe.20192020)<- c("JPM.Adjusted", "arima(0,1,0)") 

JPM.forecast.20192020.mean.xts<- xts(JPM.forecast.20192020.mean, order.by = index(JPM.log.20192020)) 

plot(exp(JPM.log.20192020), main="JPM forecast 2019", ylim=c(89,141)) 

lines(exp(JPM.forecast.20192020.mean.xts), col="red")      

JPM.f.20192020.MAE<- mae(JPM.log.20192020,JPM.forecast.20192020.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20192020.MSE<- mse(JPM.log.20192020,JPM.forecast.20192020.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20192020.RMSE<- rmse(JPM.log.20192020,JPM.forecast.20192020.mean.xts) 

JPM.f.20192020.MAPE<- mape(JPM.log.20192020,JPM.forecast.20192020.mean.xts) 

JPM.accuracy.20192020<- data.frame(JPM.f.20192020.MAE, 

                                   JPM.f.20192020.MSE, 

                                   JPM.f.20192020.RMSE, 

                                   JPM.f.20192020.MAPE) 

names(JPM.accuracy.20152016)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE","MAPE") 

row.names(JPM.accuracy.20152016)<- "JPM.arima(3,1,1).2015" 

names(JPM.accuracy.20162017)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE","MAPE") 

row.names(JPM.accuracy.20162017)<- "JPM.arima(1,1,1).2016" 

names(JPM.accuracy.20172018)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE","MAPE") 

row.names(JPM.accuracy.20172018)<- "JPM.arima(1,1,1).2017" 

names(JPM.accuracy.20182019)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE","MAPE") 

row.names(JPM.accuracy.20182019)<- "JPM.arima(0,1,0).2018" 

names(JPM.accuracy.20192020)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE","MAPE") 

row.names(JPM.accuracy.20192020)<- "JPM.arima(0,1,0).2019" 

JPM.accuracy<- rbind(JPM.accuracy.20152016, 

                     JPM.accuracy.20162017, 

                     JPM.accuracy.20172018, 

                     JPM.accuracy.20182019, 

                     JPM.accuracy.20192020) 

JPM.accuracy 

# estimation and forecast with whole sample 

JPM.log.20092019<- JPM.log["20090101/20190101"] 

pp.test(JPM.log.20092019) 

#JPM.log.20192020   

JPM.autoarima.20092019<- auto.arima(JPM.log.20092019) 

summary(JPM.autoarima.20092019) #arima(3,1,1) 

adf.test(JPM.autoarima.20092019$residuals) 

Box.test(JPM.autoarima.20092019$residuals, type="Ljung-Box") 

JPM.forecast.20192020.whole<- forecast(JPM.autoarima.20092019, h=n20192020) 

JPM.forecast.20192020.wholemean<-JPM.forecast.20192020.whole$mean 

JPM.dataframe.20192020.whole<- data.frame(exp(JPM.log.20192020), 

exp(JPM.forecast.20192020.wholemean)) 

names(JPM.dataframe.20192020.whole)<- c("JPM.Adjusted", "arima(3,1,1)") 

JPM.forecast.20192020.wholemean.xts<- xts(JPM.forecast.20192020.wholemean, order.by = 

index(JPM.log.20192020)) 

plot(exp(JPM.log.20192020), main="JPM forecast 2019 whole sample", ylim=c(89,141)) 

lines(exp(JPM.forecast.20192020.wholemean.xts), col="red")      

JPM.f.20192020.whole.MAE<- mae(JPM.log.20192020,JPM.forecast.20192020.wholemean.xts) 

JPM.f.20192020.whole.MSE<- mse(JPM.log.20192020,JPM.forecast.20192020.wholemean.xts) 

JPM.f.20192020.whole.RMSE<- rmse(JPM.log.20192020,JPM.forecast.20192020.wholemean.xts) 
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JPM.f.20192020.whole.MAPE<- mape(JPM.log.20192020,JPM.forecast.20192020.wholemean.xts) 

JPM.accuracy.20192020.whole<- data.frame(JPM.f.20192020.whole.MAE, 

                                         JPM.f.20192020.whole.MSE, 

                                         JPM.f.20192020.whole.RMSE, 

                                         JPM.f.20192020.whole.MAPE) 

names(JPM.accuracy.20192020.whole)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE","MAPE") 

row.names(JPM.accuracy.20192020.whole)<- "JPM.arima(3,1,1).wholesample" 

rbind(JPM.accuracy, JPM.accuracy.20192020.whole) 

 

# ARCH/GARCH PROCESSES 

## JPM 

## TEST WITH SAMPLE 2019 

JPM.sample<-JPM.log["20090101/20190101"]  #prima parte su cui fai il modello 

JPM.test<- JPM.log["20190101/20200101"]  #seconda parte per forecast 

JPM.sample.ts<-ts(JPM.sample) 

nforecast<- nrow(JPM.test) 

JPM.samplediff<- diff(JPM.sample.ts) 

JPM.diff.acf<- acf(JPM.samplediff) 

JPM.diff.pacf<- pacf(JPM.samplediff) 

# estimation GARCH models 

spec.JPM.sgarch12<- ugarchspec(JPM.samplediff, 

                               variance.model =list(model = "sGARCH", garchOrder = c(1, 2)),  

                               mean.model = list(armaOrder = c(3, 1)), 

                               distribution.model = "std") 

ugfit.JPM.sgarch12= ugarchfit(spec=spec.JPM.sgarch12, data=JPM.samplediff) 

ugfit.JPM.sgarch12 

JPM.res.sgarch12<- residuals(ugfit.JPM.sgarch12) 

pp.test(JPM.res.sgarch12) 

spec.JPM.sgarch13<- ugarchspec(JPM.samplediff, 

                               variance.model =list(model = "sGARCH", garchOrder = c(1, 3)),  

                               mean.model = list(armaOrder = c(3, 1)), 

                               distribution.model = "std") 

ugfit.JPM.sgarch13= ugarchfit(spec=spec.JPM.sgarch13, data=JPM.samplediff) 

ugfit.JPM.sgarch13 

JPM.res.sgarch13<- residuals(ugfit.JPM.sgarch13) 

pp.test(JPM.res.sgarch13) 

spec.JPM.egarch15<- ugarchspec(JPM.samplediff, 

                               variance.model =list(model = "eGARCH", garchOrder = c(1, 5)),  

                               mean.model = list(armaOrder = c(0, 0)), 

                               distribution.model = "std") 

ugfit.JPM.egarch15= ugarchfit(spec=spec.JPM.egarch15, data=JPM.samplediff) 

ugfit.JPM.egarch15 

JPM.res.egarch15<- residuals(ugfit.JPM.egarch15) 

pp.test(JPM.res.egarch15) 

spec.JPM.aparch13<- ugarchspec(JPM.samplediff, 

                               variance.model =list(model = "fGARCH", garchOrder = c(1, 3), 

                                                    submodel="APARCH"),  

                               mean.model = list(armaOrder = c(3, 1)), 

                               distribution.model = "std") 

ugfit.JPM.aparch13= ugarchfit(spec=spec.JPM.aparch13, data=JPM.samplediff) 

ugfit.JPM.aparch13 

JPM.res.aparch13<- residuals(ugfit.JPM.aparch13) 
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pp.test(JPM.res.aparch13) 

JPM.sgarch.12IC<- infocriteria(ugfit.JPM.sgarch12) 

JPM.sgarch.13IC<- infocriteria(ugfit.JPM.sgarch13) 

JPM.egarch.15IC<- infocriteria(ugfit.JPM.egarch15) 

JPM.aparch.13IC<- infocriteria(ugfit.JPM.aparch13) 

JPM.garchmodelsIC.df<- data.frame(JPM.sgarch.12IC,JPM.sgarch.13IC,JPM.egarch.15IC,JPM.aparch.13IC) 

names(JPM.garchmodelsIC.df)<- 

c("JPM.sGARCH(1,2)","JPM.sGARCH(1,3)","JPM.eGARCH(1,5)","JPM.APARCH(1,3)") 

JPM.garchmodelsIC.df<- t(JPM.garchmodelsIC.df) 

JPM.garchmodelsIC.df 

## FORECAST 

### sgarch(1,2) 

garchforecast.JPM.sgarch12=ugarchforecast(ugfit.JPM.sgarch12, n.ahead=nforecast, n.roll=0, out.sample = 

0) 

garchforecast.JPM.sgarch12   #series=expec returns, sigma=conditional standard deviation 

JPM.returnss30<- tail(JPM.returns, n=nforecast) 

returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch12<- garchforecast.JPM.sgarch12@forecast$seriesFor 

# comparison sigma 

sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch12<- garchforecast.JPM.sgarch12@forecast$sigmaFor 

JPM.sigma<- (JPM.returnss30- mean(JPM.returns))^2 

JPM.sigma<- sqrt(JPM.sigma) 

mean(JPM.sigma) 

mean(sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch12) 

#measures of accuracy for returns 

MAE.JPM.sgarch12<- mae(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch12) 

MSE.JPM.sgarch12<- mse(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch12) 

RMSE.JPM.sgarch12<- rmse(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch12) 

dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch12<- data.frame(MAE.JPM.sgarch12, 

                                     MSE.JPM.sgarch12, 

                                     RMSE.JPM.sgarch12) 

row.names(dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch12)<- "JPM.sgarch(1,2) returns" 

names(dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch12)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE") 

dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch12 

#measures of accuracy for sigma 

MAE.JPM.sgarch12.sigma<- mae(JPM.sigma,sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch12) 

MSE.JPM.sgarch12.sigma<- mse(JPM.sigma,sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch12) 

RMSE.JPM.sgarch12.sigma<- rmse(JPM.sigma,sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch12) 

dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch12.sigma<- data.frame(MAE.JPM.sgarch12.sigma, 

                                           MSE.JPM.sgarch12.sigma, 

                                           RMSE.JPM.sgarch12.sigma) 

row.names(dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch12.sigma)<- "JPM.sgarch(1,2) sigma" 

names(dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch12.sigma)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE") 

dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch12.sigma 

returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch12.xts<- xts(returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch12, order.by = index(JPM.returns.tail)) 

plot(JPM.returns.tail, main="JPM forecast 2019 sGARCH(1,2)") 

lines(returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch12.xts, col="red") 

sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch12.xts<- xts(sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch12, order.by = index(JPM.returns.tail)) 

plot(JPM.sigma, main="JPM sigma forecast 2019 sGARCH(1,2)") 

lines(sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch12.xts, col="red") 

### sgarch(1,3) 

garchforecast.JPM.sgarch13=ugarchforecast(ugfit.JPM.sgarch13, n.ahead=nforecast, n.roll=0, out.sample = 

0) 
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garchforecast.JPM.sgarch13   #series=expec returns, sigma=conditional standard deviation 

JPM.returns.tail<- tail(JPM.returns, n=nforecast) 

returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch13<- garchforecast.JPM.sgarch13@forecast$seriesFor 

# comparison sigma 

sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch13<- garchforecast.JPM.sgarch13@forecast$sigmaFor 

JPM.sigma<- (JPM.returns.tail- mean(JPM.returns))^2 

JPM.sigma<- sqrt(JPM.sigma) 

mean(JPM.sigma) 

mean(sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch13) 

#measures of accuracy for returns 

MAE.JPM.sgarch13<- mae(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch13) 

MSE.JPM.sgarch13<- mse(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch13) 

RMSE.JPM.sgarch13<- rmse(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch13) 

dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch13<- data.frame(MAE.JPM.sgarch13, 

                                     MSE.JPM.sgarch13, 

                                     RMSE.JPM.sgarch13) 

row.names(dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch13)<- "JPM.sgarch(1,3) returns" 

names(dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch13)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE") 

dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch13 

#measures of accuracy for sigma 

MAE.JPM.sgarch13.sigma<- mae(JPM.sigma,sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch13) 

MSE.JPM.sgarch13.sigma<- mse(JPM.sigma,sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch13) 

RMSE.JPM.sgarch13.sigma<- rmse(JPM.sigma,sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch13) 

dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch13.sigma<- data.frame(MAE.JPM.sgarch13.sigma, 

                                           MSE.JPM.sgarch13.sigma, 

                                           RMSE.JPM.sgarch13.sigma) 

row.names(dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch13.sigma)<- "JPM.sgarch(1,3) sigma" 

names(dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch13.sigma)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE") 

dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch13.sigma 

returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch13.xts<- xts(returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch13, order.by = index(JPM.returns.tail)) 

plot(JPM.returns.tail, main="JPM forecast 2019 sGARCH(1,3)") 

lines(returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch13.xts, col="red") 

sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch13.xts<- xts(sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch13, order.by = index(JPM.returns.tail)) 

plot(JPM.sigma, main="JPM sigma forecast 2019 sGARCH(1,3)") 

lines(sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch13.xts, col="red") 

### egarch(1,5) 

garchforecast.JPM.egarch15=ugarchforecast(ugfit.JPM.egarch15, n.ahead=nforecast, n.roll=0, out.sample = 

0) 

garchforecast.JPM.egarch15   #series=expec returns, sigma=conditional standard deviation 

JPM.returns.tail<- tail(JPM.returns, n=nforecast) 

returnsforecast.JPM.egarch15<- garchforecast.JPM.egarch15@forecast$seriesFor 

# comparison sigma 

sigmaforecast.JPM.egarch15<- garchforecast.JPM.egarch15@forecast$sigmaFor 

JPM.sigma<- (JPM.returns.tail- mean(JPM.returns))^2 

JPM.sigma<- sqrt(JPM.sigma) 

mean(JPM.sigma) 

mean(sigmaforecast.JPM.egarch15) 

#measures of accuracy for returns 

MAE.JPM.egarch15<- mae(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.egarch15) 

MSE.JPM.egarch15<- mse(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.egarch15) 

RMSE.JPM.egarch15<- rmse(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.egarch15) 

dfaccuracy.JPM.egarch15<- data.frame(MAE.JPM.egarch15, 
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                                     MSE.JPM.egarch15, 

                                     RMSE.JPM.egarch15) 

row.names(dfaccuracy.JPM.egarch15)<- "JPM.egarch(1,5) returns" 

names(dfaccuracy.JPM.egarch15)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE") 

dfaccuracy.JPM.egarch15 

#measures of accuracy for sigma 

MAE.JPM.egarch15.sigma<- mae(JPM.sigma,sigmaforecast.JPM.egarch15) 

MSE.JPM.egarch15.sigma<- mse(JPM.sigma,sigmaforecast.JPM.egarch15) 

RMSE.JPM.egarch15.sigma<- rmse(JPM.sigma,sigmaforecast.JPM.egarch15) 

dfaccuracy.JPM.egarch15.sigma<- data.frame(MAE.JPM.egarch15.sigma, 

                                           MSE.JPM.egarch15.sigma, 

                                           RMSE.JPM.egarch15.sigma) 

row.names(dfaccuracy.JPM.egarch15.sigma)<- "JPM.egarch(1,5) sigma" 

names(dfaccuracy.JPM.egarch15.sigma)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE") 

dfaccuracy.JPM.egarch15.sigma 

returnsforecast.JPM.egarch15.xts<- xts(returnsforecast.JPM.egarch15, order.by = index(JPM.returns.tail)) 

plot(JPM.returns.tail, main="JPM forecast 2019 eGARCH(1,5)") 

lines(returnsforecast.JPM.egarch15.xts, col="red") 

sigmaforecast.JPM.egarch15.xts<- xts(sigmaforecast.JPM.egarch15, order.by = index(JPM.returns.tail)) 

plot(JPM.sigma, main="JPM sigma forecast 2019 eGARCH(1,5)") 

lines(sigmaforecast.JPM.egarch15.xts, col="red") 

### aparch(1,3) 

garchforecast.JPM.aparch13=ugarchforecast(ugfit.JPM.aparch13, n.ahead=nforecast, n.roll=0, out.sample = 

0) 

garchforecast.JPM.aparch13   #series=expec returns, sigma=conditional standard deviation 

JPM.returns.tail<- tail(JPM.returns, n=nforecast) 

returnsforecast.JPM.aparch13<- garchforecast.JPM.aparch13@forecast$seriesFor 

# comparison sigma 

sigmaforecast.JPM.aparch13<- garchforecast.JPM.aparch13@forecast$sigmaFor 

JPM.sigma<- (JPM.returns.tail- mean(JPM.returns))^2 

JPM.sigma<- sqrt(JPM.sigma) 

mean(JPM.sigma) 

mean(sigmaforecast.JPM.aparch13) 

#measures of accuracy for returns 

MAE.JPM.aparch13<- mae(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.aparch13) 

MSE.JPM.aparch13<- mse(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.aparch13) 

RMSE.JPM.aparch13<- rmse(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.aparch13) 

dfaccuracy.JPM.aparch13<- data.frame(MAE.JPM.aparch13, 

                                     MSE.JPM.aparch13, 

                                     RMSE.JPM.aparch13) 

row.names(dfaccuracy.JPM.aparch13)<- "JPM.aparch(1,3) returns" 

names(dfaccuracy.JPM.aparch13)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE") 

dfaccuracy.JPM.aparch13 

#measures of accuracy for sigma 

MAE.JPM.aparch13.sigma<- mae(JPM.sigma,sigmaforecast.JPM.aparch13) 

MSE.JPM.aparch13.sigma<- mse(JPM.sigma,sigmaforecast.JPM.aparch13) 

RMSE.JPM.aparch13.sigma<- rmse(JPM.sigma,sigmaforecast.JPM.aparch13) 

dfaccuracy.JPM.aparch13.sigma<- data.frame(MAE.JPM.aparch13.sigma, 

                                           MSE.JPM.aparch13.sigma, 

                                           RMSE.JPM.aparch13.sigma) 

row.names(dfaccuracy.JPM.aparch13.sigma)<- "JPM.aparch(1,3) sigma" 

names(dfaccuracy.JPM.aparch13.sigma)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE") 
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dfaccuracy.JPM.aparch13.sigma 

returnsforecast.JPM.aparch13.xts<- xts(returnsforecast.JPM.aparch13, order.by = index(JPM.returns.tail)) 

plot(JPM.returns.tail, main="JPM forecast 2019 APARCH(1,3)") 

lines(returnsforecast.JPM.aparch13.xts, col="red") 

sigmaforecast.JPM.aparch13.xts<- xts(sigmaforecast.JPM.aparch13, order.by = index(JPM.returns.tail)) 

plot(JPM.sigma, main="JPM sigma forecast 2019 APARCH(1,3)") 

lines(sigmaforecast.JPM.aparch13.xts, col="red") 

## RESULTS 

JPM.forecast.df<- data.frame(JPM.returns.tail,returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch12,returnsforecast.JPM.sgarch13, 

                             returnsforecast.JPM.egarch15,returnsforecast.JPM.aparch13) 

names(JPM.forecast.df)<- c("JPM.Adjusted", "sgarch(1,2)","sgarch(1,3)","egarch(1,5)","aparch(1,3)") 

tail(JPM.forecast.df)  # comparison returns 

JPM.sigmacomparison<- data.frame(JPM.sigma, sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch12,sigmaforecast.JPM.sgarch13, 

                                 sigmaforecast.JPM.egarch15, sigmaforecast.JPM.aparch13) 

names(JPM.sigmacomparison)<- c("JPM.Adjusted", "sgarch(1,2)", "sgarch(1,3)","egarch(1,5)","aparch(1,3)") 

tail(JPM.sigmacomparison) 

rbind(dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch12,dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch13,dfaccuracy.JPM.egarch15, 

      dfaccuracy.JPM.aparch13) 

rbind(dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch12.sigma,dfaccuracy.JPM.sgarch13.sigma,dfaccuracy.JPM.egarch15.sigma, 

      dfaccuracy.JPM.aparch13.sigma) 

 

#Multivariate Analysis 

tickers= c("ADBE","ADSK") 

ntickers= length(tickers) 

tick<-tickers 

for (i in 1:ntickers) { 

  tick[i]<- getSymbols(tickers[i], from="2010-01-01", to= "2020-01-01")} 

ADBE.price<- ADBE$ADBE.Adjusted 

ADSK.price<- ADSK$ADSK.Adjusted 

ADBE.log<- log(ADBE.price) 

ADSK.log<- log(ADSK.price) 

plot(ADBE.log, main="Cointegration Plot") 

lines(ADSK.log, col="red", lwd=2) 

addLegend("topleft", on=0,  

          legend.names = c("ADBE.log","ADSK.log"),  

          bty="o", 

          fill=c("black","red")) 

#cointegration test 

ADBE_on_ADSK<- data.frame(ADBE.log, ADSK.log)  

po.test(ADBE_on_ADSK)     

ADSK_on_ADBE<- data.frame(ADSK.log, ADBE.log)  

po.test(ADSK_on_ADBE)     

# regressions 

r1<- lm(ADBE.log~ADSK.log) 

summary(r1) 

resd1<- resid(r1) 

residuals.test<- ADBE.log -r1$coefficients[2]*ADSK.log -r1$coefficients[1] 

mean(resd1) 

pp.test(residuals.test)   

plot(residuals.test) 

z1=resd1[-1] 

dADBE.log<- diff(ADBE.log)[-1] 
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dADSK.log<- diff(ADSK.log)[-1] 

ecm1=lm(dADBE.log~dADSK.log +z1 -1) 

summary(ecm1) 

ecm1    

r2<- lm(ADSK.log~ADBE.log) 

summary(r2) 

resd2<- resid(r2) 

residuals.test2<- ADSK.log -r2$coefficients[2]*ADBE.log -r2$coefficients[1] 

mean(resd2) 

pp.test(residuals.test2)   

plot(residuals.test2) 

z2=resd2[-1] 

ecm2=lm(dADSK.log~dADBE.log +z2 -1) 

summary(ecm2) 

ecm2  

# johansen coint test & VECM 

ADBE.ADSK<- data.frame(ADBE.log, ADSK.log) 

ADBE.ADSK.vecm1 <- ca.jo(ADBE.ADSK, type = "trace", ecdet ="const")  

summary(ADBE.ADSK.vecm1)   #r<= 1 HO not rejected 

vecm.r1 <- cajorls(ADBE.ADSK.vecm1, r = 1) 

vecm.r1  

# VAR 

varmodel1<- VAR(ADBE.ADSK, p=1, type="const") 

summary(varmodel1)   

plot(irf(varmodel1, n.ahead=30))  

causality(varmodel1, cause="ADBE.Adjusted")  

causality(varmodel1, cause="ADSK.Adjusted")  

# forecast VAR 

ADBE.sample<- ADBE.log["20100101/20190101"]  

ADSK.sample<- ADSK.log["20100101/20190101"] 

ADBE.test<- ADBE.log["20190101/20200101"]   

ADSK.test<- ADSK.log["20190101/20200101"] 

ADBE.ADSK.sample<- data.frame(ADBE.sample, ADSK.sample) 

ADBE.ADSK.test<- data.frame(ADBE.test, ADSK.test) 

nforecast<- nrow(ADBE.test) 

varmodel.sample<- VAR(ADBE.ADSK.sample, p=1, type="const") 

summary(varmodel.sample) 

forecast.values<- predict(varmodel.sample, n.ahead= nforecast) 

ADBE.forecast<- as.vector(forecast.values$fcst[1]) 

ADSK.forecast<- as.vector(forecast.values$fcst[2]) 

ADBE.comparison<- data.frame(ADBE.test, ADBE.forecast) 

ADBE.forecast.xts<- xts(ADBE.comparison[,2], order.by = index(ADBE.test)) 

plot(ADBE.test, main="ADBE forecast with VAR") 

lines(ADBE.forecast.xts, col="red") 

ADSK.comparison<- data.frame(ADSK.test, ADSK.forecast) 

ADSK.forecast.xts<- xts(ADSK.comparison[,2], order.by = index(ADSK.test)) 

plot(ADSK.test, main="ADSK forecast with VAR") 

lines(ADSK.forecast.xts, col="red") 

MAE.ADBE<- mae(ADBE.test,ADBE.forecast.xts) 

MSE.ADBE<- mse(ADBE.test,ADBE.forecast.xts) 

RMSE.ADBE<- rmse(ADBE.test,ADBE.forecast.xts) 

MAPE.ADBE<- mape(ADBE.test,ADBE.forecast.xts) 
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dfaccuracy.ADBE<- data.frame(MAE.ADBE, 

                             MSE.ADBE, 

                             RMSE.ADBE, 

                             MAPE.ADBE) 

row.names(dfaccuracy.ADBE)<- "ADBE" 

names(dfaccuracy.ADBE)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE","MAPE") 

MAE.ADSK<- mae(ADSK.test,ADSK.forecast.xts) 

MSE.ADSK<- mse(ADSK.test,ADSK.forecast.xts) 

RMSE.ADSK<- rmse(ADSK.test,ADSK.forecast.xts) 

MAPE.ADSK<- mape(ADSK.test,ADSK.forecast.xts) 

dfaccuracy.ADSK<- data.frame(MAE.ADSK, 

                             MSE.ADSK, 

                             RMSE.ADSK, 

                             MAPE.ADSK) 

row.names(dfaccuracy.ADSK)<- "ADSK" 

names(dfaccuracy.ADSK)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE","MAPE") 

rbind(dfaccuracy.ADBE,dfaccuracy.ADSK) 

# comparison with ARIMA process 

ADBE.autoarima<- auto.arima(ADBE.sample)  

summary(ADBE.autoarima 

pp.test(ADBE.autoarima$residuals) 

Box.test(ADBE.autoarima$residuals, type="Ljung-Box") 

ADSK.autoarima<- auto.arima(ADSK.sample)  

summary(ADSK.autoarima)    

pp.test(ADSK.autoarima$residuals) 

Box.test(ADSK.autoarima$residuals, type="Ljung-Box") 

ADBE.arima.forecast<- forecast(ADBE.autoarima, h=nforecast) 

ADBE.arima.forecast.mean<-ADBE.arima.forecast$mean 

ADBE.dataframe.arima <- data.frame(ADBE.test, ADBE.arima.forecast.mean) 

names(ADBE.dataframe.arima)<- c("ADBE.log", "arima(3,1,2)") 

ADBE.arima.forecast.mean.xts<- xts(ADBE.arima.forecast.mean, order.by = index(ADBE.test)) 

 

ADBE.arima.MAE<- mae(ADBE.test,ADBE.arima.forecast.mean.xts) 

ADBE.arima.MSE<- mse(ADBE.test,ADBE.arima.forecast.mean.xts) 

ADBE.arima.RMSE<- rmse(ADBE.test,ADBE.arima.forecast.mean.xts) 

ADBE.arima.MAPE<- mape(ADBE.test,ADBE.arima.forecast.mean.xts) 

ADBE.arima.accuracy<- data.frame(ADBE.arima.MAE, 

                                 ADBE.arima.MSE, 

                                 ADBE.arima.RMSE, 

                                 ADBE.arima.MAPE) 

row.names(ADBE.arima.accuracy)<- "ADBE.arima(3,1,2)" 

names(ADBE.arima.accuracy)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE","MAPE") 

ADSK.arima.forecast<- forecast(ADSK.autoarima, h=nforecast) 

ADSK.arima.forecast.mean<-ADSK.arima.forecast$mean 

ADSK.dataframe.arima <- data.frame(ADSK.test, ADSK.arima.forecast.mean) 

names(ADSK.dataframe.arima)<- c("ADSK.log", "arima(3,1,2)") 

ADSK.arima.forecast.mean.xts<- xts(ADSK.arima.forecast.mean, order.by = index(ADSK.test)) 

ADSK.arima.MAE<- mae(ADSK.test,ADSK.arima.forecast.mean.xts) 

ADSK.arima.MSE<- mse(ADSK.test,ADSK.arima.forecast.mean.xts) 

ADSK.arima.RMSE<- rmse(ADSK.test,ADSK.arima.forecast.mean.xts) 

ADSK.arima.MAPE<- mape(ADSK.test,ADSK.arima.forecast.mean.xts) 

ADSK.arima.accuracy<- data.frame(ADSK.arima.MAE, 
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                                 ADSK.arima.MSE, 

                                 ADSK.arima.RMSE, 

                                 ADSK.arima.MAPE) 

row.names(ADSK.arima.accuracy)<- "ADSK.arima(0,1,0)" 

names(ADSK.arima.accuracy)<- c("MAE","MSE","RMSE","MAPE") 

plot(ADBE.test) 

lines(ADBE.forecast.xts, col="red") 

lines(ADBE.arima.forecast.mean.xts, col="green") 

plot(ADSK.test) 

lines(ADSK.forecast.xts, col="red") 

lines(ADSK.arima.forecast.mean.xts, col="green") 

rbind(dfaccuracy.ADBE, 

      ADBE.arima.accuracy, 

      dfaccuracy.ADSK, 

      ADSK.arima.accuracy) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


